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Two seemingly unrelated effects attributed to quantum coherence
have been reported recently in natural and artificial light-harvest-
ing systems. First, an enhanced solar cell efficiency was predicted
and second, population oscillations were measured in photosyn-
thetic antennae excited by sequences of coherent ultrashort
laser pulses. Because both systems operate as quantum heat
engines (QHEs) that convert the solar photon energy to useful
work (electric currents or chemical energy, respectively), the
question arises whether coherence could also enhance the
photosynthetic yield. Here, we show that both effects arise from
the same population–coherence coupling term which is induced
by noise, does not require coherent light, and will therefore work
for incoherent excitation under natural conditions of solar excita-
tion. Charge separation in light-harvesting complexes occurs in a
pair of tightly coupled chlorophylls (the special pair) at the heart
of photosynthetic reaction centers of both plants and bacteria. We
show the analogy between the energy level schemes of the special
pair and of the laser/photocell QHEs, and that both population oscil-
lations and enhanced yield have a common origin and are expected
to coexist for typical parameters. We predict an enhanced yield of
27% in a QHE motivated by the reaction center. This suggests na-
ture-mimicking architectures for artificial solar energy devices.

photosynthesis | quantum biology | population oscillations | quantum
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According to the laws of quantum thermodynamics, quantum
heat engines (QHEs) convert hot thermal radiation into

low-entropy useful work (1, 2). The ultimate efficiency of such
QHEs is usually governed by a detailed balance between ab-
sorption and emission of the hot pump radiation (3). The laser is
an example of a QHE, which can use incoherent pump (heat)
radiation to produce highly coherent (low-entropy) light (Fig. 1
A and B). Moreover, it was demonstrated both theoretically and
experimentally that noise-induced quantum coherence (4) can
break detailed balance and yield lasers without population in-
version (5) and/or with enhanced efficiency (Fig. 1C).
Recently it has been shown that quantum coherence can, in

principle, enhance the efficiency of a solar cell or a photodetec-
tor (6–10). This photocell QHE (Fig. 1D) can be described by the
same model as the laser QHE (Fig. 1E) and obeys similar de-
tailed balance physics. To use the broad solar spectrum and
eliminate phonon loss, we separate solar flux into narrow fre-
quency intervals and direct it onto a cell array where each of the
cells has been prepared to have its band gap equal to that photon
energy (7). In particular, Shockley and Queisser (11) invoked de-
tailed balance to show that the open-circuit voltage of a photocell
is related to the energy input of a “hot” monochromatic thermal
light by the Carnot factor. However, just as in the case of the laser,
we can, in principle, break detailed balance by inducing coherence
(Fig. 1F), which can enhance the photocell efficiency (9, 10).
Other recent papers investigated the common ground between

photovoltaics and photosynthetic light harvesting (12, 13). Var-
ious models addressed the high efficiency of energy transfer in
photosynthetic antennae (14–19) and the mechanisms of charge
separation in reaction centers (12, 20–22). Furthermore,

quantum coherence effects, e.g., photon echo, have been ob-
served in a series of interesting photosynthesis experiments (23–
30). Oscillations of exciton population signals in the 2D photon
echo (rephasing) spectra have been predicted (31) and directly
observed (32) as evidence of quantum transport. However, be-
cause multidimensional spectroscopy uses coherent laser radia-
tion as a source of quantum coherence, the quantum effects that
might be observed under natural conditions of excitation by in-
coherent solar light are still an open issue.
Coherent versus incoherent energy transfer has long been

studied in molecular crystals and aggregates (33–35). It is well
established that the interplay between exciton coupling and en-
ergetic disorder controls the extent of exciton delocalization,
which in turn determines the nature of transport (36). Coherent
effects become more prominent as the excitons become more
delocalized. Recent femtosecond experiments in photosynthetic
complexes have revived the interest in the same issues. Oscilla-
tory temporal features in 2D spectra have been initially attrib-
uted to electronic coherence but growing evidence indicates that
this could be due as well to strongly coupled vibronic motions
(37–40). The simplest approach to energy transfer is based on the
Redfield equations that treat the system/bath coupling perturba-
tively to second order. They are invariant to the exciton basis and
can be applied to localized and delocalized excitons alike (41). The
Förster theory of energy transfer and the Marcus theory of charge
transfer assume localized states. Like the Redfield equations they
treat off-diagonal couplings perturbatively but include diagonal
bath fluctuations (polaron effects) to high order. Both theories can
be derived in a very transparent way by using a unified formalism
of bath fluctuations based on the cumulant expansion (20, 42).
We apply the physics of the laser and photocell described above

to investigate these effects in a QHE inspired by photosynthetic
complexes. In the model of Fig. 2B, the broad solar spectrum can
be used by various photosynthetic antennae complexes which
transfer energy to the reaction center. The antennae absorb
broadband light in the visible range and relax to the bottom of
the excited band due to rapid thermalization. They transfer
narrowband excitation to the reaction center (13). We adopt the
level schemes of Fig. 2 B and E to describe collective excitations
in molecular aggregates and show that quantum coherence may
increase the efficiency of photosynthesis. We demonstrate that
the photosynthetic reaction center may be viewed as a biological
quantum heat engine (BQHE) that transforms high-energy thermal
photon radiation into low-entropy electron flux (Fig. 2A, adapted
from ref. 31) and estimate the role of noise-induced quantum
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coherence on the efficiency of charge separation. This insight
leads to a unified picture of two seemingly unrelated quantum
coherence effects: oscillation of populations and enhanced electric
current in the BQHE. The ultimate efficiency is bound by the
Carnot limit, consistent with the second law of thermodynamics.
We describe the photoinduced charge separation between the

donor D and the acceptor A molecules interacting with thermal
light (Fig. 2B) using the four-level QHE scheme shown in Fig.
2E. State b corresponds to the lowest energy configuration where
both molecules are in the ground states. State a describes the
configuration where donor D is excited (both the excited electron
and the hole are in donor D); α is a charge-separated state with
the electron in acceptor A and the hole in donor D. Finally, β
is the ionized state where the electron is transferred to a “sink” and
the system is positively charged. After absorption of a solar photon,
the excited electron is promoted from b to a and is then transferred
to α with the excess energy radiated as a phonon. Furthermore,
the electron released from state α results in a current from α to β,
which we model by a relaxation rate Γ, such that the current j =
eΓραα is governed by the population of α. To complete the cycle,
we assume that another population transfer takes place which
brings the electron back to the ground state b of donor D with
emission of a phonon with excess energy.
Quantum coherence can significantly affect the efficiency of

this process. Fig. 2C shows two closely spaced identical donor
molecules D1 and D2 that represent a special pair of chlorophylls
at the heart of the reaction center complex where the primary
charge separation takes place (22). In photosynthesis, the sun-
light absorbed by antennae complexes is consequently trans-
ferred to the special pair. In our setup, we exclude the antenna

and assume that the pair absorbs sunlight cooperatively via the
exciton states a1 and a2 which are separated by the Davydov
splitting (33). In bacterial systems the splitting is on the order
of 450–800 wavenumbers (43), whereas in the Photosystem II
reaction center, the special pair coupling is weaker (160–200 cm−1)
(21). The remaining states are similar to those of Fig. 2E. As was
shown in refs. 9 and 10, the model in Fig. 2F can exhibit noise-
induced quantum coherence due to Fano interference. This effect
originates from the coupling of two levels to the same continuum
(4). The initial excitation of states a1 and a2 can be transferred to
the acceptor molecule in state α by emission of a phonon and can
produce useful work by contributing to the electric current and
returning to b via β. On the other hand, the system can return to
b via stimulated or spontaneous emission. Fano interference can
minimize the latter process by inducing coherence between a1 and
a2 (SI Text). Then the net absorption is enhanced and the electron
flux is increased.
Identifying the primary electron donors and dominating charge-

separation pathways has been a question of recent extensive re-
search and debate. At the moment, there is much evidence that
two main pathways make significant contributions under ambient
conditions and the lowest energy states depend on disorder (44–47).
Whereas in bacterial reaction centers the primary charge separation
takes place at the special pair (as used in this work), the reaction
centers of Photosystem II also use an additional pathway which
starts at the accessory chlorophyll of theD1 branch (48, 49). In this
work we discuss only the first pathway, which is present in both
types of reaction centers and plays an important role in optimizing
the electron transfer efficiency. Using design principles inspired by

A B C

D E F

Fig. 1. Schemes of a laser QHE (A) and a photocell QHE consisting of quantum dots sandwiched between p- and n-doped semiconductors (D). These QHEs are
pumped by hot photons at temperature Th (energy source, blue) and by cold photons or phonons at temperature Tc (entropy sink, red) and operate with
quantum efficiency governed by the Carnot relation. Schemes of four-level molecules inside the laser cavity (B) and electronic states of the quantum dot
photocell (E). Optical transitions b↔ a and a↔ α (b↔ β) are driven by “hot” photons and ambient “cold” phonons, respectively. C and F are the same as B and
E, respectively, with the upper level a replaced by two levels a1 and a2. The QHE power of the five-level system in C and F can be doubled compared with the
four-level system in B and E when there is coherence between these levels.
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nature, we propose a scheme to design artificial light-harvesting
molecular complexes with increased electron transfer efficiency.
The effects of noise-induced coherence can be illustrated by

the following equation for the population of state a1 (50):

_ρ11 = − γ1c

h�
1+ n1c

�
ρ11 − n1cραα

i
− γ1h

h�
1+ n1h

�
ρ11 − n1hρbb

i

−
h
γ12c

�
n2c + 1

�
+ γ12h

�
n2h + 1

�iðρ21 + ρ12Þ;
[1]

where the ρii are the populations of levels i, and nhðncÞ are the
average number of hot solar photons (cold ambient phonons);
γ1c(γ1h) are the decay rates from the upper level to levels α and b,
respectively; and γ12h(γ12c) are cross-couplings that describe the
effect of interference.* The complete set of equations of motion
which describe the evolution of all density matrix elements is given
in SI Text. To obtain a clear physical insight and a qualitative
estimate, we consider a simplified model and neglect memory
effects (Markov approximation) under the condition of weak
system–bath coupling. Future extension to the non-Markovian
regime will be necessary to provide a more precise, quantitative
calculation of the predicted effects. Recent work has suggested
that protein environment plays an important role in photosynthesis
(51). The complicated dynamics of strongly coupled protein bath
goes beyond the scope of our paper.

We construct the model in Fig. 2F using elements of the re-
action center (SI Text). Charge separation in a reaction center can
be considered as work done by a system similarly to a photovoltaic
cell or more generally a QHE powered by thermal radiation of
the sun (10). Assuming that α and β are connected by a “load,”
we introduce the concept of effective voltage V as a drop of the
electrostatic potential across the load, which, according to Fermi–
Dirac statistics, yields eV = Eα − Eβ + kBTα log(ραα/ρββ), where Ei
is the energy of the state i and e is the electric charge. We apply

A B C

D E F

Fig. 2. Schemes of a BQHE based on the photosynthetic reaction center (A) and a generic heat engine (D). Scheme of charge separation between a donor D
and an acceptor A molecule (B). The broad solar spectrum is absorbed by the antennae complexes (arranged in a circle in A) which undergo rapid ther-
malization due to phonon scattering and reach the bottom of the electronic band. Thus, the narrowband excitation is transferred to the reaction center
represented by donor and acceptor molecules. E represents the generic four-level QHE scheme. C and F are the same as B and E, respectively, except that
the upper level a is replaced by two levels a1 and a2 separated by Davydov splitting. The power delivered by the QHE of C and F can be doubled compared
with B and E if there is coherence between levels a1 and a2.

Table 1. Summary of the three parameter regimes

I
(Overdamped)

II
(Underdamped)

III
(Intermediate)

E1 − E2, cm
−1 120 600 720

E1 − Eb, cm
−1 14,856 14,856 14,856

E1 − Ec, cm
−1 1,611 1,611 1,611

Ev − Eb, cm
−1 1,611 1,611 1,611

Ts, K 6,000 6,000 6,000
Ta, K 300 300 300
γ1h, cm−1 0.005 0.005 0.005
γ2h, cm−1 0.0016 0.005 0.005
γ1c, cm−1 140 35 280
γ2c, cm−1 18 35 280
Γc, cm−1 200 50 300
1/τ2, cm−1 41 41 41
n1h 60,000 10,000 90,000
n2h 10,000 20,000 10,000

*Maximum coherence γ12c =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γ1c   γ2c

p
and γ12h =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γ1h   γ2h

p
; no coherence γ12c = γ12h = 0.
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this to the steady-state regime and calculate the populations ραα
and ρββ at sufficiently long times. For the operation near the open
circuit (weak illumination, no current) the power acquired from
the sun is PS = j · (Ea − Eb)/e, whereas the power that can be
extracted from the reaction center is P = j · Voc. Therefore, the
efficiency of such a heat engine η = P/PS = 1 − Ta/TS is given by
the Carnot relation.
Noise-induced coherence is most pronounced if the two in-

terfering levels overlap, i.e., the level spacing is small compared

with the inverse lifetimes of a1 and a2. In this case, the populations
relax exponentially to the steady state. In the opposite limit,
quantum coherence manifests itself as oscillations of populations
of eigenstates (8, 31). These two limits can be understood by using
a simple analogy with the overdamped and underdamped regimes
of a harmonic oscillator. Thus, one can associate the enhancement
of the steady-state yield with the overdamped regime and pop-
ulation oscillations with the underdamped regime. It is remarkable
that both effects are caused by the same mechanism of noise-

A B E

C D G

I J

K L

F

H

Fig. 3. Steady-state characteristics and excited-state dynamics of a BQHE model of a photosynthetic reaction center in Fig. 2F. Three regimes are shown:
overdamped (A–D); underdamped (E–H), and intermediate (I–L). Quantum coherence can enhance the electric current by up to 27% in the overdamped and
18% in the intermediate regimes compared with the same five-level system without coherence, whereas no current enhancement is achieved in the
underdamped regime. Nonzero steady-state coherence is obtained in B and J. Populations reveal oscillations in the presence of coherence in G and K (solid
lines), whereas no oscillations are present without coherence (dashed lines). Long-lived coherence is obtained in the overdamped (D) and intermediate (L)
regimes. Parameters corresponding to different regimes are summarized in Table 1 (Methods).
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induced coherence but realized for different parameters. The
summary of parameters used in our simulations is listed in Table 1
of Methods. We focus on the Photosystem II reaction center
and perform specific simulations using well-known parameters
from recent literature (20, 21, 31). We also simulate artificial
systems with a broad range of parameters to demonstrate related
coherence effects.
We next calculate steady-state current–voltage characteristics

for our BQHE model (Fig. 2F) in the overdamped regime by
increasing the rate Γ from zero (open circuit) to the short-circuit
condition (no electrostatic potential across the load). Fig. 3 A
and B depict the normalized electric current and the steady-state
coherence ρ12 (absolute value), respectively, as a function of the
voltage. The red line corresponds to the maximum coherence,
whereas the blue line is obtained with no coherence. In this ex-
ample, noise-induced coherence increases the peak power by about
27% compared with the same five-level system without coherence.
The dynamics of populations and coherence ρ12 shown in Fig. 3 C
and D, respectively, demonstrate that in this regime there are no
population oscillations, whereas coherence oscillates and reaches
a steady state.
Fig. 3 G and H show the population and coherence dynamics,

respectively, in the underdamped regime. The oscillatory behavior
of populations and coherence is clearly observed on a time scale
of ∼ 130 fs. This corresponds to the decoherence time after which
populations reach the steady-state values as expected for a closed
system with a conserved probability. In the absence of coherence,
populations evolve exponentially and reach the steady state at
nearly the same time as in the presence of coherence. In the
underdamped oscillator regime, there is no steady-state coherence
(Fig. 3 E and F) and thus there is no enhancement of the steady-
state electric current.
Finally, we investigate the intermediate damping regime where

both population oscillations and an enhanced current yield can
coexist. Fig. 3 I and J show the steady-state current–voltage char-
acteristics and coherence as a function of the voltage drop across
the acceptor load, respectively. Even for moderate coherence
(ρ12 ∼ 0.04), there is an enhancement of 18% in the yield. On the
other hand the dynamics of populations and coherence shown in
Fig. 3 K and L, respectively, reveals large-amplitude oscillations
on a time scale of ∼ 130 fs. Small-amplitude long-lived (steady-
state) oscillations of coherences are also present in this regime.
In summary, we describe QHEs inspired by photosynthesis

that operate under the natural conditions of incoherent excitation

by sunlight using the formalism developed earlier for the laser and
photocell engines. This establishes a connection between two
previously unrelated effects attributed to quantum coherence:
population oscillations in photosynthetic complexes and enhanced
photocurrent yield in QHEs. We investigate parameter regimes
where large electric current yield enhancement and/or population
oscillations are observed and identify noise-induced quantum co-
herence as the common origin of these effects. In contrast with
studies where coherence was generated by laser radiation, this
noise-induced coherence requires no external source. Our simu-
lations show that the coherence builds up on a time scale of a few
femtoseconds and reaches a steady state in a few nanoseconds.
Zero current (open circuit) results in zero coherence whereas
steady-state coherence can lead to current enhancement. We find
that the structure of the special pair in photosynthetic reaction
centers is suitable to use these quantum effects and increase the
efficiency of charge separation. Similar noise-induced coherence
effects have been experimentally demonstrated in semiconductor
quantum wells (52, 53). Our study suggests that these experiments
may be extended to photosynthetic complexes and hold promise
for improving the design and boosting the efficiencies of light-
harvesting devices. A broad range of parameter regimes provides
flexibility in designs and materials.

Methods
We use a quantum master equation approach similar to earlier photocell work
(SI Text) to derive the evolution of the density matrix and obtain steady-state
characteristics such as the quantum yield and the electric current. For the
simulations shown in Fig. 3 we use the parameters listed in Table 1. Here,
E1 − Eb and E1 − Ec (Ev − Eb) are the transition energies for photons and
phonons, respectively; 1/τ2 is the decoherence rate. We assume that the
system is irradiated by a concentrated solar radiation with an average number
of photons n1h and n2h at energies E1 − Eb and E2 − Eb, respectively. Due to
the large phonon energy (1,611 cm−1) that results in small occupation num-
bers, we neglect stimulated processes associated with phonons at room
temperature. n1c and n2c were set to zero.
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